FJ BENJAMIN AND LAZADA SINGAPORE SIGN MOU FOR STRATEGIC
PARTNERSHIP TO BOOST ONLINE-OFFLINE SALES


Tie-up combines FJB’s brand management and experience in physical store
operations and Lazada Singapore’s online capabilities in delivering
omnichannel shopping



Aim to optimise regional online sales, expand, incubate new FJB brands, and
integrate brick-and-mortar and virtual stores

Singapore, 3 March 2021 – FJ Benjamin Holdings (FJB) and leading eCommerce
platform, Lazada Singapore, today signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to
forge a strategic partnership that aims to deliver the ultimate retail experience to
customers across all channels and devices.
The proposed partnership will tap Lazada’s technical and online capabilities, and
eCommerce platform management expertise, and leverage FJB’s experience in
fashion brand management and physical store operation, to boost the eCommerce
performance of FJB’s stable of brands in Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia, as well
as to expand and incubate new FJB brands to eventually integrate brick-and-mortar
and virtual stores.
FJB will also discuss with brand principals opportunities for eCommerce in markets
Lazada has a presence but where FJB does not, such as Vietnam, Thailand and the
Philippines. Powered by Alibaba’s advanced eCommerce tools and systems, Lazada
will develop new tailor-made solutions to deliver a truly omnichannel customer
experience in managing the full online ecosystem of FJB brands across the markets.
Group CEO Nash Benjamin said: “FJ Benjamin has been strategising and planning our
omnichannel business model for some time now and this partnership with Lazada is
intended to get us to where we want to be much faster and in a more cost-efficient
manner. This will combine our respective capabilities to strengthen customer
experience across brick and mortar and virtual channels.”
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Besides operating principal branded sites, it is also intended to host certain brands on
LazMall as well as other regional sites, subject to principal approvals.
“We are thrilled to be part of this new chapter with FJ Benjamin and value their trust in
us,” said James Chang, CEO of Lazada Singapore. “Lifestyle, fashion and beauty are
important pillars in our eCommerce plans and shoppers can now look forward to seeing
more well-known brands and labels on our platform, for an integrated shopping
experience. In the last year, Lazada has supported many businesses that adopted a
multichannel approach to set up stores online and we know that our expertise in the
eCommerce space will benefit and contribute to the success of a renowned brand like
FJ Benjamin, and look forward to seeing positive results with them.”

While some of the brands managed by FJB, including La Senza, Pretty Ballerinas and
Petunia Pickle Bottom, are currently available on Lazada’s premiere shopping
platform, LazMall, this is the first time both parties - one, a traditional brick-and-mortar
operator, and the other, the region’s leading eCommerce player - have come together
to envision and execute a truly omnichannel model under which customers can control
the buying process and enjoy a seamless shopping experience across multiple
channels – brick-and-mortar, desktop, and mobile.

Since the pandemic lockdowns last year forced FJB stores in Southeast Asia to
shutter, the Group had secured principals’ approvals to pivot to eCommerce. It has
ramped up its online presence from one brand, the cult British fashion label Superdry,
to almost all its brands including Guess, La Senza, Casio, Rebecca Minkoff, Pretty
Ballerinas, Airfree and Dr Barbara Sturm.
The MOU states that “the parties agree both physical stores and online stores are part
of the retail ecosystem. With Lazada’s technical and online abilities and FJB’s
experience in fashion and lifestyle brand management and physical store operations,
this brings together a strong strategic partnership which leverages each other’s
expertise to deliver an ultimate consumer experience.”
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Under the terms of the MOU, both FJB and Lazada will, within 90 days, work on a
detailed action plan and a definitive agreement to move the partnership forward.

Mr Benjamin said FJB will continue to take charge of all aspects of product assortment,
brand management, pricing, promotions as well as key parts of logistics such as
inventory and supply chain. The parties will jointly undertake online marketing and
campaign strategies while Lazada will operate the online stores.

– End –

About F J Benjamin Holdings Ltd (www.fjbenjamin.com) – With a rich heritage
dating back to 1959, F J Benjamin Holdings Ltd is a consumer driven leader in brand
building and management through distribution and retail. Listed on the Singapore
Exchange since 1995 (Ticker: F10), F J Benjamin has a strong footprint in Southeast
Asia, with offices in Singapore, Indonesia and Malaysia, and manages over 20 iconic
brands and operates 198 stores. The Group’s international brand portfolio includes
fashion, lifestyle and timepiece brands.
About Lazada Group
Founded in 2012, Lazada Group is the leading eCommerce platform in Southeast Asia.
We are accelerating progress in Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore,
Thailand and Vietnam through commerce and technology. With the largest logistics
and payments networks in the region, Lazada is a part of our consumers’ daily lives in
the region and we aim to serve 300 million shoppers by 2030. Since 2016, Lazada is
the Southeast Asia flagship platform of the Alibaba Group powered by its cutting-edge
technology infrastructure.
For media enquiries, please contact:
Catherine Ong Associates
Catherine Ong
Tel: (65) 9697 0007
Email: cath@catherineong.com

Lazada Singapore
Sherwin Loh
Tel: (65) 9137 9757
Email: sherwin.loh@lazada.com
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___________________________________________________________________
This press release has been prepared by F J Benjamin Holdings Ltd (the “Company”)
and its contents have been reviewed by the Company’s sponsor (the “Sponsor”),
ZICO Capital Pte. Ltd., in accordance with Rule 226(2)(b) of the Singapore Exchange
Securities Trading Limited (the “SGX-ST”) Listing Manual Section B: Rules of Catalist.
This press release has not been examined or approved by the SGX-ST and the SGXST assumes no responsibility for the contents of this press release including the
correctness of any of the statements or opinions made or reports contained in this
press release.
The contact person for the Sponsor is Ms Alice Ng, Director of Continuing Sponsorship,
ZICO Capital Pte. Ltd. at 8 Robinson Road #09-00 ASO Building, Singapore 048544,
telephone (65) 6636 4201.
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